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Log in to the WordPress administration side of the site.
WordPress is the “platform” on which the uucb.org website is built. 

• Point your browser to http://uucb.org/wp-admin
• A log-in screen will display:

Use the same username and password you currently use to log in to the uucb.org website (on the previous site, 
“MyUUCB.”)

If you don’t remember these credentials, or never signed on as a user, contact 
 webmaster@uucb.org  
Currently this is Jim Gasperini, also reachable at 510.559.1897.

Type in your username and password.
Select the Log In button.

How to add or edit Events on UUCB.org
Anything listed on UUCB that happens at a specific time is an Event. 

• Events will display
• on the Church Calendar
• in event lists, and 
• on an “event page.” 

Editing page or post content is different from editing events. For that process, see a separate document:
UUCB.org How to Edit a Page 27Jan16.pdf

Single or Recurring Event?

Events can be either single events that happen once, or part of a “recurring event.”
• This document will first discuss single events, then recurring events.
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Navigate to the Events page

The first screen you see will likely be the Dashboard. 
On the left-hand navigation menu, point your cursor at Events.

From the fly-out menu that displays, choose the first option (also called Events) to edit an existing event, or Add 
Event to create a new one. →

→
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Add New Event 1
The Add New Event page displays various controls. Some are required for the event to be complete and display 
properly; others are optional.

Required controls:
• Title field
• Description field
• “When” controls - date, time
• “Publish” controls
• “Where” controls
• “Event Categories”

→

→

→

→ →

→
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Add New Event 2
Some controls should be self-explanatory. Here are notes on those that might use some explanation. 

Single date

To set an event to take place on a single day, just leave the “to” field blank.

Location

To choose a location, start typing in the Location Name field. 
• Locations already be in the system will begin to display in a menu below the field
• Some locations have variations, usually because they are bundled with other locations

→
→
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Add New Event 3

Categories

For an event to display on the calendar, it must be assigned at least one category.

Certain categories determine which events 
displays in special menus.

• “Special Events” display on the home 
page and by default in the right-
column sidebar on many pages.

• Events marked “Social Justice” will 
display in the right-column sidebar on 
all Social Justice pages.

• “Family Ministry” events receive 
similar treatment.

If there are more than two categories, the setting 
“Primary” determines which color displays on 
the calendar.

Preview - opens the event in a separate tab or 
window so you check your work. 
Status - here you can turn a Published event back 
into a Draft. There is also “Pending Review,” 
another type of draft. 
Visibility - most pages will be Public, but there are 
other options. 
Publish immediately - you can set events to 
publish at some future date here. 

Duplicate This - make a clone of the current event, 
as a Draft. You will have to find it in the Event list. 

Publish - After you have checked your work with 
Preview, select here to add it to the Calendar and 
event lists.

→→→→

→

→
→→
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Add images and PDFs 1

Here is how to add images, PDFs, and certain other files to an event.
• Note: to add audio files or videos, a different procedure is followed. 
• For audio files, see separate document:  How to upload audio files to Wordpress uucb.org.pdf

1 - Put your cursor where you want the file to display
2 - Select the “Add Media” button above the toolbar

→
→
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Add images and PDFs 2

3 - In the Insert Media window that opens
• if the file is not already in the system, use the Upload files button
• if it is in the system but not showing, use Search to find it

4 - Select the media you want to insert
4 - Change the settings for title, caption etc (optional)

• the settings will be different for different media. 
• For images you can set it to align left right or center, display in different sizes, etc.

5 - Select blue “Insert into post” button

6- When the Insert Media window closes, check to make sure the inserted media displays the way you want. 

→

→
→

→

→

→
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Updating an event 

The controls for updating an event are the same as for creating one. First, though, you have to find it. Two ways:

Find an event through the Events list

The Events list offers two main ways to narrow down the list:
• Filters

• To find the Hospitality event, for example, you might filter by Categories/Meetings
• Search

• Or you could search for “Hospitality”

Select your event...               ...then select Edit Event to go directly there to its admin page.

→

→

Find an event through the Calendar

It is often easier to go back up to the site and find the event you want to edit in the Calendar.→
→

In the upper left of the control bar, selecting “Visit Site” from a 
drop-down menu under “UUCB” will take you to the home page.

Depending on where you are, there may be a “View Event” or “View 
Page” link that will also take you to a view of the site. 

→

→
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Recurring Events
Events can be either single events that happen once, or part of a “recurring event.”

About recurring events

Recurring events are a convenient feature of Events Manager, but need to be handled carefully.
• The most obvious advantage of this feature is that it allows you to set up a long series of events quickly, instead 

of one by one, over and over. 
• You can set up the basic information about a series as a Recurring Event, then make modifications to each 

individual event. 
• If you do so, however, you cannot later edit the Recurring Event without erasing all the information added to 

each individual event. 

To see the list of Recurring Events:
• Select Events from the left-hand navigation. A list of secondary items will open below it.
• Select the Recurring Events item in the list of secondary items.

To create a new Recurring Event, select “Add Recurring Event” next to the page title.→

→
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Add New Recurring Event

Most of the controls for adding a recurring event are identical to those for creating single events. 
Key differences:

• There is no Preview button
• You can Preview an individual instance of a recurring event, but not the series.

• There is a panel displaying controls for Recurrences.

Though the Recurrences controls offer considerable flexibility, there are some things you cannot do.
• Create recurring events on more than one day of the week.

• Suggestion: create a recurring event for one day, make a copy, and change the day
• Create recurring events on an irregular schedule.

→
→
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Editing an Event Within a Recurring Event Series

The most efficient way to edit events within a series is to filter the Events list for your target category. 
In the screenshots here, the chosen category is Humanist Connections.

Select a particular event out of the series to edit. Several options now display under the event title. 

Quick Edit 
If the edits you wish to make are minor, the best choice is Quick Edit. Quick Edit allows you to edit the title, category, 
status, and a few other things.

• To edit the body content of the post, you need to instead select Edit.
• Select Update to make changes effective.  

→

→
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Edit 

Selecting Edit instead of Quick Edit allows you to edit more aspects of the post.
• Note the warning about editing instances of recurring posts. 
• You do not need to worry that edits you make on this page could affect any other pages.
• The warning is about edits to the underlying recurrent page. Edits there will wipe out all edits here.

A useful feature of Edit (not Quick Edit) is the ability to select Preview Changes (see above.) If you do so, a preview 
page opens in a separate tab (see below.)

→

→


